
Letter From Madison 

By  E. W. Lang 

I made the annual pilgrimage to World Dairy Expo in Madison, Wisconsin, yesterday with six in tow. It 

seemed like every 10 or 12 miles one of the two year olds would ask, "how much farther?" 

Based on the abundant human and other animal activity on the grounds, one wouldn't recall a moment 

of economic despair over the last several years in the dairy industry.  

Showing dairy cattle, much like showing dogs and cats, steers and horses, goats and pigs, and sheep and 

llama is kin to narcotic and drink. Participants who really, really want to do it will find a way to do it, 

financially and mechanically.  

That's not ecclesiastical judgement, rather it's an observation of something central to the freedom of 

assembly and economic choice that we enjoy here in North America.  

There's another reason for a lot of dairy cows and people at a show, even after the dairy industry 

hemorrhaged hundreds of millions of dollars over five years. Showing cows, and the people who do it, 

has little to do with professional milk production, physically or genetically.  

Only a cluster of World Dairy Expo exhibitors produce milk full time as a vocation, most exhibit as a 

recreational calling, of sorts. An expensive calling.  

In addition, almost no one attends Expo, or any other show, to genetically advance their own dairy herd. 

There are some public auctions during Expo, executed along various degrees of reality, where cows and 

heifers change hands.  

Modern genetic selection, however, is science for most and art for a few. Dairy shows play a part in this, 

certainly not a big part like a half century ago. Farmers then bought live bulls at shows and might talk to 

an exhibitor about getting some bred heifers to calve and milk.  

Today, most genetic sales are from a very small number of commercial exhibitors who sell frozen semen 

and frozen embryos at scale, almost entirely based on DNA test results. Some livestock show exhibitors 

market some genetics, most don't. 

Costly recreation and expensive vice will the price of economic freedom for many of us at World Dairy 

Expo this week. 


